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Spend more one-on-one 
time with students

Expand curriculum to meet 
varying student needs

Pursue professional 
development

saved per student 

“We have seen a 10% improvement across the board—test scores, 
competencies, and concurrent enrollment participation. And, it is 
only our second quarter using Microsoft 365.”
– CIO, Alternative Education Campus

“I encourage everyone to go to 
Microsoft 365. The ease of 
management … makes a huge 
difference in how we are better 
able to assist our students in 
learning.” 

Teachers save time with Microsoft 365 Education

IT saves time with Microsoft 365 Education 

With this time savings, teachers can: 
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saved every year with fewer storage 
and computing power needs 

saved per year by eliminating 
web conferencing and learning 
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over an on-premises 
system upgrade
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84%

– Director of technology,
public school district

Schools save money with 
Microsoft 365 Education

A large school district could save* 

million in teacher time

million in IT costs

$2.4 

million

Better 
learning 
outcomes

More money 
to invest 
in students 

=

that could go toward supporting 
better learning outcomes

$6,300,000 
=

Unlock 
Limitless 
Learning

Every student deserves the opportunity to achieve more. 

Microsoft Education resources can help you support 

classrooms within budget so your teachers have more time 

to focus on what’s most important: the students.

With a seamless operating system, updates pause when 
devices are in use. This new approach eliminates in-class 

disruptions and increases student learning time.

thousand

thousand

Start with a conversation 
Reach out to our sales team today

More time for teachers. 
More savings for the district.
More opportunities for students.

Forrester Research conducted interviews across US school districts 
using Microsoft 365 Education. Here are the findings. 
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*These figures are based on the Forrester Research findings that came from a composite school district with 60,000 students and 5,500 teachers.
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